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Definition of ignominious - deserving or causing public disgrace or shame. 'no other party
risked ignominious defeat'. More example Pronunciation. Definition of ignominy - public
shame or disgrace. Origin. Mid 16th century: from French ignominie or Latin ignominia, from
in- 'not' + a variant Pronunciation. Ignominious definition is - marked with or characterized by
disgrace or shame: dishonorable. How to use ignominious in a sentence. Did You Know?.
Define ignominious (adjective) and get synonyms. What is ignominious (adjective )?
ignominious (adjective) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan.
Pronunciation of ignominious. How to say ignominious with audio by Macmillan Dictionary.
Ignominious definition, marked by or attended with ignominy; discreditable; humiliating: an
ignominious retreat. See more. How do you say ignominious in English? Pronunciation of
ignominious found 10 audio voices, 11 Sentences and 12 ignominious meaning not found.
PRONUNCIATION OF IGNOMINY WHAT DOES IGNOMINY MEAN IN ENGLISH? The
definition of ignominy in the dictionary is disgrace or public shame;.
See the most useful Ignominious meaning in Urdu along with English definition Disgrace,
Ignominy, Shame: ??????: a state of dishonor. I say it disgrace .
The shame can be major or minor: to suffer the ignominy of defeat/the ignominies of old age.
When pronouncing this word, the main accent is on the first syllable. How to pronounce
ignominious in British English. You may want to improve your pronunciation of 'ignominious'
by saying one of the nearby words below. Meaning and definitions of ignominious, translation
in Hindi language for ignominious with similar and opposite words. Also find spoken
pronunciation of. Learn how to say all of these vocabulary words correctly and you'll be the
most Ignominious The historic state name comes from the native people's Algonquian word,
according to the Online Etymology Dictionary. But for.
In fact, you've probably heard people pronouncing the word as . you may call them
ignominious, that is, if you can even pronounce it properly. These 15 words are the hardest
words to pronounce in the English language. and complex rules that could make anyone who
isn't a native speaker want to hurl their English dictionary across the room. . Ignominious.
Scandal definition: A scandal is a situation or event that is thought to be shocking Meaning,
pronunciation, translations and examples. ignominy; disgrace. 5. How to say ignominious.
Listen to the ignominious. ? uk How to pronounce ignominious adjective in British English
What is the definition of. Quay is a word with many possible pronunciations, depending on
speaking habits in a particular region. Whether it sounds like key, kay, or kway, quay refers to.
ignominy meaning in hindi - ignominy definitions, synonyms and audio pronunciation of play
in hindi dicitionary.
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